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Twelve BC Law Students Among Clough Center
Fellows
2015  NEWS ARCHIVE
09/14/15
Newton, MA—Boston College Law School is pleased to announce that 12 students have been
awarded affiliation with The Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional Democracy at Boston
College through the Center’s 2015-16 Fellows and Scholars Program. They will join the Center's
Graduate fellows (doctoral students from across the University) and Junior Fellows.
Nicole Cardamone, Daniel Edelstein, Hannah Farhan, Sonja Marrett and Lauren Schaal have
been appointed Clough Public Interest Scholars. Consistent with the Center’s mission to support
students committed to service to others, the Clough Center provides grants to Boston College
first- and second-year law students for uncompensated public interest work, in the United
States or abroad, during the summer.
Read their bios
Thanithia Billings, Mary Pat Brogan, Brian Schaud, Larissa Warren, Amelia Wirts, Timothy
Wright and Patrick Gaudet have been appointed Clough Academic Law Fellows. The Clough
Center provides grants to Boston College Law Students of exceptional academic ability and
accomplishment who are enrolled in any of the Law School’s degree programs.
Read their bios
The Clough Distinguished Lectures in Jurisprudence 
The Center also released the schedule for the 2015-2016 Distinguished Lecturers series, in
partnership with BC Law: 
Fall 2015 
Philip Pettit (Princeton, politics)
Saskia Sassen (Columbia, Sociology)
Ayelet Shachar (Toronto, law) 
Axel Honneth (Frankfurt/Columbia, philosophy) 
Spring 2016
Aziz Rana (Cornell, Law)
Bruce Ackerman (Yale, Political Science/Law)
Michael Walzer (Institute for Advanced Studies, Social Philosophy)
Judith Resnick (Yale, Law)
For more information, please visit the Clough Center website.
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